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"One might say that where Religion becomes artificial, it is reserved for Art to save the spirit of religion."
With these words Richard Wagner began "Religion and Art" (1880), one of his most passionate essays. That
passion made Wagner himself a central icon in the growing cult of art.

Wagner felt that he lived in an age of spiritual crisis. "It can but rouse our apprehension, to see the progress
of the art-of-war departing from the springs of moral force, and turning more and more to the mechanical,"
he wrote. In response to the frightening progress of dynamite and steel, Wagner adopted the role of the Tone
Poet Seer, who reveals the inexpressible in concert halls and cleanses souls in waves of symhonic revelation.

"Religion and Art" is the pivot of the works collected here. Also included are his defining essays "Public and
Popularity" and "The Public in Time and Space"; his papers relating to the creation of the Bayreuth School;
his complaint against publishers, "On Poetry and Composition" (1879); his article on the first production of
Parsifal (1882); and other works that speak his mind about strengthening the spirit through music.

These works participated in the duel between Wagner and Nietzsche that ensued after the breakup of their
friendship in 1878. Nietzsche publicly called Wagner an incurable romantic, emphasizing how sick he
thought both Wagner and his art were. Here Wagner counterattacks with arch innuendo and sarcasm.

This edition includes the complete volume 6 of the 1897 translation of Wagner's works commissioned by the
London Wagner Society.
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From reader reviews:

Paulette Stoneman:

Book is usually written, printed, or outlined for everything. You can understand everything you want by a
publication. Book has a different type. We all know that that book is important matter to bring us around the
world. Adjacent to that you can your reading talent was fluently. A guide Religion and Art will make you to
end up being smarter. You can feel considerably more confidence if you can know about every thing. But
some of you think which open or reading some sort of book make you bored. It is not necessarily make you
fun. Why they could be thought like that? Have you trying to find best book or suitable book with you?

Anne Corchado:

This Religion and Art tend to be reliable for you who want to be a successful person, why. The key reason
why of this Religion and Art can be on the list of great books you must have is usually giving you more than
just simple looking at food but feed anyone with information that probably will shock your before
knowledge. This book will be handy, you can bring it just about everywhere and whenever your conditions
throughout the e-book and printed kinds. Beside that this Religion and Art giving you an enormous of
experience such as rich vocabulary, giving you trial of critical thinking that we understand it useful in your
day pastime. So , let's have it appreciate reading.

Dennis Carson:

Your reading 6th sense will not betray anyone, why because this Religion and Art reserve written by well-
known writer who really knows well how to make book which might be understand by anyone who else read
the book. Written with good manner for you, still dripping wet every ideas and writing skill only for
eliminate your current hunger then you still skepticism Religion and Art as good book not merely by the
cover but also by content. This is one guide that can break don't assess book by its handle, so do you still
needing an additional sixth sense to pick this!? Oh come on your reading through sixth sense already told
you so why you have to listening to an additional sixth sense.

Christopher Evan:

In this time globalization it is important to someone to get information. The information will make someone
to understand the condition of the world. The health of the world makes the information better to share. You
can find a lot of references to get information example: internet, newspapers, book, and soon. You can view
that now, a lot of publisher which print many kinds of book. The book that recommended to you is Religion
and Art this publication consist a lot of the information of the condition of this world now. This specific
book was represented just how can the world has grown up. The words styles that writer use for explain it is
easy to understand. The actual writer made some investigation when he makes this book. That's why this
book appropriate all of you.
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